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Do not pass this abhorrent bill.   

 

Leadership in Oregon does not care that it 

murders and destroys families in the name of equality, 

but there is no equality.  Democrats do not believe in 

equality.    (Nor actually in equity.)   We have already observed how 

babies have zero rights--one Democrat said to me, when I asked  

him if he knew that Belgium permits parents to kill their  

children through age 18, "Yes, but only the handicapped." 

I guess in his mind it was okay as long as the child was  

handicapped.   That is the next step, killing children 

after  birth, just like Hitler did.  Because we must remember  

that this bill is only a step in the direction of increased government 

interference and destruction of people, just like Hitler and Stalin, 

and so many other tyrants of history who just dropped the  

pretense and got involved with Final Solutions. 

 

Oregon legislators do not care that the supposed 

interventions and "rights" kill the innocent.  The 

Democrat Part, for 20 years has promoted the 

Biodiversity Treaty provisions, that call for the  

elimination of people.  All these kinds of 

bills are integral to eliminating people. 

All the climate change garbage, and the forced 

death shot, called a vaccination to deceive,--what else  

should we expect from the legislature that has  

enshrined baby killing?   This bill will permit the  

insane to destroy Oregon further. 

 

That's why they want our guns confiscated, so  

there is no ability to fight off intruders.  But so many 

other rights will be trampled because of this bill. 

 

They see us as "the bitter clingers," as Obama said. 

Clinging to guns and religion, with antipathy to those not 

like them....they deplore us and destroy us...especially if  

we are black. And especially children in the womb for now. 

 



 

 


